Who are we?

Community Information Pack

Community
Engagement

Lightsource BP is a British-owned solar energy
company. We fund, develop and operate solar
installations across the world, working with local
communities, businesses and landowners to develop
projects generating green energy locally and sustainably.
The solar power produced by our projects provides a
source of clean, renewable power to businesses, homes
and the national grid. We’re committed to increasing the
sustainability of the UK’s energy mix, both today and
into the future.

PROPOSED SOLAR INSTALLATION AT LAND NORTH OF PRETORIA ROAD

It’s important to us that the local community are
fully informed of the plans for the site, and have the
opportunity to comment on and shape the proposal.
We will be holding an information evening to provide
details about our project ideas at this stage, and we
welcome your feedback.

STATISTICS

The information event will be held on:
Wednesday, 18th April 2018, at:
Battram Bowls Club, Ellistown Terrace Road,
Ibstock, LE67 1EZ

Lightsource BP is working on a proposal to develop and
operate a solar installation on 22 acres of land owned by
Ibstock Brick. The installation will connect into an existing
electrical substation at Ibstock Brick’s Leicester Road site
via an underground cable, with the electricity providing
30% of the sites annual electricity demand. The proposed
solar installation has an output power capacity of 4.9MWp
(Megawatts-Peak) – enough clean solar energy to power the
equivalent of 1390 homes. If approved, the solar installation
will save an estimated 1,770 tonnes of carbon emissions
each year. That’s the equivalent of taking 377 family cars off
the road.

Drop in any time between 5pm and 7pm

Leicester Rd
Proposed
solar
installation

Ellistown Terrace Rd

Pretoria Rd

Find out more...
/LightsourceSolar
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Lightsource BP
7th Floor, 33 Holborn,
London, EC1N 2HU
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Get involved!
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Visit our
YouTube
channel
‘Lightsource
Solar’ to watch
the video!
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(megawatt hours) solar
energy supplied per year

Equivalent to the energy
needs of 1390
households

The solar installation will be designed to accommodate
sheep grazing allowing the land to continue in agricultural
production. The wide field margins and boundary hedgerows
will be managed to create enhanced habitats for local
birds and wildlife. We are currently undertaking a range of
environmental assessments which will be submitted with the
planning application. More information on these studies will
be made available at our community information event (see
details below).

Battram Bowls Club

We have many videos on our YouTube channel which go into more detail on
the operation of our solar installations.

4,606MWh

T: 0333 200 0755
E: info@lightsourcebp.com
www.lightsourcebp.com

COMMUNITY
INFORMATION
EVENT

1,770 tonnes
of carbon emissions
saved, equivalent to
taking 377 cars off
the roads

Wednesday, 18th April 2018, at:
Battram Bowls Club
Ellistown Terrace Road
Ibstock
LE67 1EZ
Drop in any time between 5pm and 7pm
Lightsource BP
7th Floor, 33 Holborn,
London, EC1N 2HU

T: 0333 200 0755
E: info@lightsourcebp.com
www.lightsourcebp.com

Our Initial Thoughts
Proposed solar installation on Land north of Pretoria Road, west of Ellistown Terrace Road, Ellistown, Leicestershire
Our plans are in the early stages, so our design and planting proposals will evolve as we gather local input and the results of our ecological,
landscape and heritage assessments. These are our current thoughts. For further details, please join us at our community info event on
Wednesday, 18th April 2018. Drop in between 5pm and 7pm.

Vegetation Retained
The existing vegetation along
the field boundaries as well
as to the north of the site will
be retained.

FAQs
Can agricultural activity continue on the site?
Solar installations can allow the land to still be used
for farming. The proposed solar installation will be
designed to accommodate sheep grazing beneath
and between the rows of solar panels.

Species-rich grass
Species-rich grass suitable for
grazing will be sown throughout
the site, including the areas over
sailed by panels.

Livestock grazing
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All new cabling will be
buried underground so
there will be no new
overhead lines.

Biodiversity enhancement
The design avoids using areas shaded by
boundary vegetation by leaving wide field margins
around the field perimeters. These spaces are
then managed to improve prospects for wildlife
by sowing wild flowers or installing hibernacula.
The specific enhancements we propose here will
be determined by the results of our ecological
surveys as well as local input and ideas.

New Planting
The southern boundary is largely
open, with some patchy areas
of hedgerow along the Pretoria
Road public right of way. We would
welcome feedback from the local
community on options for managing
this boundary – this could include
new hedgerow planting along the
full extent or parts of the southern
boundary, or informative panels
providing information about the solar
installation, or a mix of both.

Ellistown

Cable route
The solar installation will connect into an
existing electrical substation at Ibstock Brick’s
Leicester Road site via an underground cable.
The proposed route of this cable is shown in
the aerial image opposite.
Options are still being assessed for the exact
route, and one option is for the cable to run
up the public right of way section of Pretoria
Road; this would likely require a temporary
right of way closure for a period of 3 to 4
weeks whilst the cable trench is dug, cable laid,
and trench backfilled.

Proposed location:

Will the solar installation cause traffic disruption?
Once the solar installation is in place it requires
very little maintenance and the occasional visits
in regular cars or 4x4s would cause no traffic
disruption. Whilst the solar installation is being
constructed, a traffic management plan will be
put in place, requiring construction traffic to avoid
passing through Ellistown.
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The solar installation is being designed
to accommodate the grazing of sheep.
This means that the project will allow
for continued agricultural use, as well
as locally-generated energy.

How are the panels kept clean?
Typically, in the UK and Ireland, rainfall helps to
clean the panels, though occasionally they will
need to be cleaned manually using water and a
brush.
Do Lightsource BP solar installations pose a health
risk?
No - solar is a passive technology which doesn’t
produce any harmful by-products. All electrical
equipment we use meets the Electromagnetic
Compatibility (EMC) Directive and is CE marked.
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How will the equipment be protected?
The solar installation would be enclosed by a timber
and wire agricultural fence of about 2 metres in
height, CCTV cameras will monitor the boundary
fence and area within the solar installation, and will
not impinge on privacy.

There will be wide spaces around the site boundaries
and between the rows of panels to avoid shading the
panels, this will leave the majority of the site area as
uncovered grassland. This also means there will be no
increased flood risk from the development.

Elli

Is solar power suited to the UK climate?
Yes - solar panels do not require direct sunlight
to produce electricity, only daylight. So they work
well on cloudy days, and actually perform more
efficiently in cooler temperatures. 800,000 homes
in the UK have solar panels installed.

Green open space

Ibstock

Leicester Rd

Cable route

Ibstock properties

Ellistown Terrace Rd
Proposed
solar
installation

